
Levels 

General Level Format 

Most of the levels of Splatterhouse are essentially linear experiences.  Although there may be 
some backtracking, it will always be in a controlled and planned way, and there are no 
branching paths.   

Environments 

Please note that although these walkthroughs provide high level overviews of the elements of a 
given level, changing gameplay and development considerations may trigger adjustments to the 
specific flow of each level.  The most current level information will be provided in the form of 
separated level documentation, flowcharts, and maps.  However, all levels will be developed 
within the framework outlined below. 

Level Walkthroughs 

This is a simple overview of the progression through the game levels. Rick will be traveling 
through various parts of the manor interior and its estate in order to reach the mansion’s central 
portal.  Entering the portal sends Rick to a different environment where he must battle through 
hordes of enemies to follow the trail of Dr. West and Jennifer.  Every time he returns to the 
mansion, he arrives somewhere different and has to work his way back to the central portal in 
order to access the next area and continue his search.  Rick must make his way through all 
game levels to confront Dr. West and rescue Jennifer. 
 
 

Level 1: Mansion 

 After the cinematic intro of the game, the player finds himself in the West Wing of the 
manor.  He will battle through the mansion on the trail of Dr. West and Jennifer. 

 Dr. West will run into the lower storage room and before Rick can follow he will be 
assaulted by flying furniture. 

 The furniture eventually turns into the Furniture Boss and the player will need to defeat it 
before he can go into the portal room (see Boss Section for more detail) 

 Once in the portal room, the gateway is open, and Dr.  West jumps through with 
Jennifer.  With no other option available, Rick decides to follow.  He leaps into the portal 
and is sucked into the vortex. 

 The player will find himself on the beach of the Thule Isles… 
 
 

Level 2: Thule Islands 

 The player will be introduced to the monolithic Easter Island heads and the Corrupted 
influence on the submerged cities natives. 



o There will be run down structures. 
o There will be bridges running between many of the islands. The player will be 

instructed by the mask that in order to awaken the Thule Lord, he will need to rotate all 
the heads 180 degrees. 

 This leads the player around the islands doing various combat scenarios defeating the 
corrupted island natives guarding the heads. 

 Once he has managed to turn all the heads, a central ‘island’ with a huge charge stone 
embedded into its cliff face will rise out of the bay and keep rising to reveal that it is the 
crustaceous head of an ancient god, the Thule Lord. 

o The mask will have forgotten to mention that tiny detail. 
 The Thule Lord fires bomb and beam attacks, crashing into and destroying the various 

structures and bridges.  
o Bridges that get destroyed will leave behind jump node paths for the player to 

navigate. 
 As the player circumnavigates the islands, he charges heads and fires beams at the 

Thule Lord. Once fired each statue head is destroyed. 
 Upon firing the last statue head the player triggers a massive explosion that will take out 

the Thule Lord and create a portal to take Rick out of the area. 
  
 

Level 3: Mansion 

 When the player arrives back at the mansion, he finds himself outside in the Manor 
Gardens. 

 The player will battle the Corrupted on his way back to the mansion. 
 As the player starts killing Corrupted he encounter his first Wickerman. 
 After defeating the giant Wickerman. the player will enter the mansion and explore new 

areas on his way to the portal room. 
 Reaching the portal room, Rick discovers an inactive portal surrounded by portal charge 

stones.  Rick must battle waves of enemies to collect enough Necro to charge the 
stones.  Once charged, the portal activates and Rick jumps in.  

 The player is teleported to the Shantytown / Slaugherhouse level. 
 
 

Level 4: Slaughterhouse 

 The player arrives on the outskirts of a shantytown and must defeat the Corrupted that 
have taken up residence there, as well as smashing through shanties. 

 The player will be introduced to the innocents, a para-dimensional race who are being 
slaughtered by the Corrupted horde, snatched from their homes by Morlocks. 

 The battle will continue to rage down through the town, with shanties being destroyed 
left and right in the chaos. 

 The player’s journey through the Shantytown will end at the Slaugherhouse factory. 
 Once inside the Slaughterhouse, the player will have combat encounters with Corrupted.  

The player sees the innocents going through various stages of processing. 

 On the top floor, the player will encounter Biggy Man. 
 The battle will culminate with Biggie Man being knocked into a broken portal. 
 As the evil energy subsides, the portal returns to normal.  Rick jumps in and is teleported 

back to the mansion. 
 
 



Level 5: Mansion 

 When the player arrives back at the mansion, he finds himself outside in the Manor 
Courtyards/graveyards. 

 The player will battle the Corrupted on his way back to the mansion. 
 The player is attacked by multiple Wickermen and must defeat them. 

 Entering the mansion, the player will explore new areas of the manor on his way toward 
the portal room. 

 Prior to the portal room, the player will have to face and defeat the Manipede. 

 Reaching the portal room, Rick discovers an inactive portal surrounded by portal charge 
stones.  Rick must battle waves of enemies to collect enough Necro to charge the 
stones.  Once charged, the portal activates and Rick jumps in.  

 Accessing the portal teleports him to the Carnival. 
 
  

Level 6: Carnival 

Midway Games 
 The player starts off the level by traveling through the midway games area of the 

carnival. 

 The place will be shrouded with fog and the player will just barely be able to make out a 
Ferris wheel at the end of the midway. 

 Rick will have to overcome his fear of clowns and fight his way through all carnival 
sections to reach the Ferris wheel area.  

Ferris Wheel 
 Rick’s eventual goal is the portal room that is hidden inside the Fun house, but he must 

find a way to get inside. 

 Arriving at the Ferris wheel, Rick must engage in combat to allow him passage towards 
the FunHouse. 

Fun House 
 The fun house is a large arena, with a platform ringed by mirrors.   

 This is where the player will encounter Mirror Rick 
 Combat with Mirror Rick and with other enemies will allow Rick to build up Necro and 

transform into Berserker mode. 
o This then allows Rick to either go toe to toe with his evil twin, or use his time to 

destroy the mirrors. 
 Once all of the perimeter mirrors are destroyed Mirror Rick will be defeated. 

 The portal in the center of the platform will activate and draw Rick into it. 
 
 

Level 7: Arctic Base 

 The player will arrive on the first floor of a dilapidated military base. 
 The player will have to work his way through each floor to locate a staircase to a lower 

floor. 
 This pattern continues until the player reaches the control room of the deepest floor. 
 There the player must defeat the RoboApe boss 

 Finally, the player must activate a portal to return to the Manor.  
 



Level 8: Final Mansion Return and Body Boss 

 The player arrives in the graveyard area of the estate 
 He must defeat Biggy Man before he can proceed to the nearby peninsula in search of 

Jennifer.  
 Dr.  West is about to summon the Corrupted Lords to this plane of existence. 

Body Boss 
 Dr. West is situated in the mansion grounds peninsula with Jennifer. They are 

surrounded by swirling eldritch energy 
 A ceremony has started in which Jennifer will be sacrificed. 
 Rick interrupts the ceremony which triggers the activation of the Body Boss. 

o Bodies will start to rise up from the ground and collect together into the Body 
Boss. 

 Rick will need to defeat the giant Body Boss. 
 Rick is now free to save Jennifer. 

 


